Are You a Recruiter or a

Recruitmentologist?
Recruiting isn’t magic.
It’s science. Welcome to
JobTarget’s OneClick Analytics™.
The recruiting universe is expanding,
and so is the time and money you spend
finding the best candidates. That’s why
recruiters everywhere are turning to JobTarget
and the Science of Recruitmentology.
Conventional recruiting wisdom is just that.
Conventional. Recruiters — we prefer to call them
Recruitmentologists — are waving goodbye to old
habits and practices. JobTarget’s OneClick Analytics™ is
helping them discover new formulas for optimizing their
recruiting strategies and maximizing their ROI.
Research. Post. Analyze. Optimize.
It’s the Scientific Method of Recruitment.
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The Scientific Method of

Recruitment
RESEARCH: With JobTarget’s industry-leading OneClick™ software, you can explore our network of 1500+ job boards and
various other forms of media. And with OneClick Analytics™,
you’ll have all of the historical data from past candidate searches at your fingertips. This allows you to make the most informed
decisions when formulating your recruiting strategy.
POST: When it comes to distributing your postings, OneClick™
makes everything a snap. You can upload your posting to
multiple job boards and media streams with—you guessed
it—the click of a button.
ANALYZE: Once your postings are live, OneClick Analytics™
goes to work. It tracks where candidates are coming from. It
watches the performance of the media you’re using. It monitors
your ATS. You’ll know information like when and where candidates are abandoning your application. You’ll even know what
kinds of technology they’re using. Our advanced reporting system lets you slice and dice the data, giving you an expansive
view over the entire recruiting landscape.
OPTIMIZE: Armed with this wealth of information, you’ll be
able to refine your recruiting formula. Emphasize effective
media and trim media that’s underperforming. Identify and fix
problems with your application processes. You can even tailor
your formula to the days and times that yield the most qualified
candidates. What you do is up to you. It’s the joy of discovery.
The field of recruiting is evolving and so should you. Become
a Recruitmentologist today. Discover the blueprint to your
optimum recruiting formula.
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